
APPENDIX A 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

Tennessee Valley Authority Docket Nos. 50-390 and 50-391 
Watts Bar 1 and 2 License Nos. CPPR-91 & 92 

As a result of the inspection conducted on August 22 - September 21, 1983, and in 
accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy, 47 FR 9987 (March 9, 1982), the 
following violations were identified.  

A. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires that instructions contain 
appropriate quantitative acceptance criteria. The approved QA program, 
TVA-TR-75-IA Rev. 5, Table 17D-5, stated that TVA fully conforms to ANSI 
Standard N45.2-1971. Section 6 of the Standard gives the same requirements 
as Criterion V.  

Contrary to the above, as of September 16, 1983, instructions did not 
contain appropriate quantitative acceptance criteria in that an approved 
change for preoperational test 13.B extended time delays for the diesel 
blackout signal and the ESF signal when the change only should have been 
extended for the blackout signal. This change was applied to all diesels.  

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II).  

B. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, requires that a program for inspection 
of activities affecting quality be established and executed by the organi
zation performing the activity to verify conformance with documented 
drawings for accomplishing the activity. The approved QA program, 
TVA-TR75-1, Rev. 5, Table 17D-1 fully commits to ANSI Standard N45.2-1971.  
Section X1 of the Standard gives the same requirements as Criterion X.  

Contrary to the above, as of September 21, 1983 a program for inspection of 
activities affecting quality had not been established and executed by the 
organization performing the activity to verify conformance with documented 
drawings for accomplishing the activity in that no electrical separation 
verification program had been established or executed for main control room 
board or auxiliary shutdown room board internal wiring. Consequently 
numerous examples were identified where braided cable covers were not 
properly secured and five examples were identified where train A and B 
cables touched or could have migrated to touch. These examples were noted 
to be FSAR commitments.  

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II).  

C. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, required that measures be established 
to assure that the design bases art correctly translated into drawings. The 
approved QA program, TVA-TR75-1 Rev. 5, Table 17D-1, states that TVA fully
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conforms to ANSI st-indard N45.2-1971. Section 4 of the Standard gives the 
same requirements as Criterion III.  

Contrary to the above, as of September 21, 1983, measures were not 
establisheti to assure that the design basis was correctly translated into 
drawings in that schematic drawings for main control room panels and 
auxiliary shutdown room panels contained incomplete drawing notes that 
should -have reflected FSAR commitments. Consequently, two examples were 
identified where FSAR commitments had not been met to assure proper 
electrical separation.  

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II).  

0. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires that measures be established 
to provide for checking the adequacy of design. The approved QA program, 
TVA-TR-75-1A, Rev. 5, Section 17.1.3.3, states that the design control 
measures are provided for checking the adequacy of design, such as by the 
performance of design reviews. ENDES EP-4.03 section 4.0-12 states that 
ENDES Design Project Section or Branch Section uses the squadcheck process 
(Ref ENDES-EP-4.04) to ensure that each FCR-affected document is reviewed as 
necessary. ENDES EP-4.04 defines the responsibilities for verifying design 
adequacy by the use squad of checking.  

Contrary to the above, as of September 21, 1983, measuret were inadequately 
established to provide for checking the adequacy of design in that a Field 
Ch;.nge Request (FCR) submitted for design approval was inadequately 
reviewed. Subsequently the chlorine detector for the main control room was 
moved to an area which would have made the detector totally ineffective in 
carrying out its isolation function.  

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement ) 

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are herety required to submit to 
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice, a written statement or 
explanation in reply, including: (1) admission or denial of the alleged viola
tions; (2) the reasons for the violations if admitted; (3) the corrective steps 
which have been taken and the results achieved; (4) corrective steps which will 
be taken to avoid further violations; and (5) the date when full compliance will 
be achieved. Consideration may be given to extending your response time for good 
cause shown.  

DateOCT 19 1983_


